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		In the first guide, Planning and Managing Drupal Projects, we walked through the process
	
		of planning a site, figuring out the user experience, and working with content
	
		architecture. In the second, Design and Prototyping in Drupal, we started looking at
	
		how to create solid, user-centered design that works for a Drupal site, and how to allow
	
		Drupal’s default behavior to guide your design decisions without defaulting to making
	
		a site look “Drupally.”
	


	
		In this guide, Drupal Development Tricks for Designers, we start looking at just a little
	
		bit of real, honest-to-goodness, developer Ninja Magick. I’m going to share what I’ve
	
		learned over years of building Drupal sites about setting up a development environment,
	
		getting yourself ready to collaborate on code with others, and other ways to make
	
		site building easier so you can focus on design.
	
		Take your Drupal skills even further with valuable tricks for making site building truly efficient. In this concise guide—the third in a series by award-winning designer Dani Nordin—you’ll learn how to set up your own development environment, quickly update your modules, and use version control to protect yourself from bonehead mistakes.

	
		Handle repetitive tasks with ease, avoid hours of frustration, and devote more time to pushing the envelope of Drupal design—just by picking up the basics of a few developer tools. It’s much more than simple coding; it’s real, honest-to-goodness developer Ninja Magick.

		
			Learn basic commands and use them in Drupal on the command line
	
			Set up your local development environment, and learn ways to collaborate on code with others
	
			Download modules, themes, libraries, and more with Drush, the Drupal shell
	
			Use Git, the free version control system, and create a GitHub account
	
			Pack content types, views, and other functionality you use often into a custom module with Features
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Uber Brave New Service or Unfair Competition: Legal Analysis of the Nature of Uber Services (Ius Gentium: Comparative Perspectives on Law and Justice)Springer, 2019

	
		This book analyzes the legal issues connected with the provision of Uber-related services. It primarily focuses on the various contractual and non-contractual relationships that occur during the use of Uber applications, especially with reference to Uber headquarters (Uber App), Uber branch offices (advertisements), Uber partner...
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The Relationship Advantage: Become a Trusted Advisor and Create Clients for LifeKaplan Business, 2003
In their new book, The Relationship Advantage: Become a Trusted Advisor and Create Clients for Life, consulting experts Tom Stevenson and Sam Barcus urge executives to concentrate on trust and share their insights into building it, sustaining it, translating it into profitable customer relationships.
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The Primal Roots of American Philosophy: Pragmatism, Phenomenology, and Native American ThoughtUniversity of Wisconsin Press, 2000
An exploration of American philosophy, connecting the work of such thinkers as Thoreau, Emerson, Dewey and James with Native American beliefs and practices. Bruce Wilshire's search is not for exact parallels, but rather for fundamental affinities.
...
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The Game Maker's CompanionApress, 2010

	The Game Maker’s Companion is the long-awaited sequel to The Game Maker’s Apprentice. This book picks up where the last book left off, advancing your game development journey with some seriously impressive gaming projects. This time you’ll learn how to make professional-quality platform games with solid...
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Taylor's 10-Minute Diagnosis Manual: Symptoms and Signs in the Time-Limited Encounter (Spiral Manual Series)Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2006
Primary care physicians and other healthcare providers, residents, and students often face the challenge of diagnosing conditions for patients on the basis of undifferentiated presenting complaints or concerns. Pressures from payers of medical care to increase clinical efficiency while maintaining high-quality care has made the...
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Understanding Knowledge as a Commons: From Theory to PracticeMIT Press, 2006
Knowledge in digital form offers unprecedented access to information through the Internet but at the same time is subject to ever-greater restrictions through intellectual property legislation, overpatenting, licensing, overpricing, and lack of preservation. Looking at knowledge as a commons--as a shared resource--allows us to understand both its...
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